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$199

BASIC

$399

VALUE PRO

MOST POPULAR

Email Marketing Email Marketing 
Reputation Marketing
Facebook Management

Email Marketing 
Reputation Marketing

“Solutions for Growth's team is responsive, their emails look 
sharp and are a crucial tool to remind my customers 

about my services to drive more business.”

Jack Castaneda, CB Services

Email Marketing requires a Robly
  account with monthly fee:

Need a Facebook page? Our Fast-Start program 
gets you ready for only $99

®

Call or email today to get started
David.Fischer@SolutionsForGrowthLLC.com

888-840-2595
SolutionsForGrowthLLC.com

LOCAL
SOLUTIONS FOR GROWTHBY 

One-time onboarding fee of $99

$599

Contacts Fee
0-500 $19

501 - 2,500 $35
2,501 - 5,000 $58
5,001 - 10,000 $92

10,000+ $175



OUR SOLUTIONS

YOUR CHALLENGE

Itʼs about results, thatʼs what matters most!
David Fischer, Solutions for Growth

Facebook is the #1 social media network to reach your audience.

EMAIL MARKETING
Solutions for Growth is a proud partner of Robly, the email service provider rated #1 in
customer satisfaction. We create beautiful, striking emails using their advanced system.

Custom Designed Template
Matches your website so emails are branded 
and look professional.

List Management
Your contact list is maintained so emails are
 personalized.

Copywriting
You provide content or we write it.

Sending
Emails are sent at the optimal times for the 
best open rates.

Reporting
Receive reports to review opens, clicks and forwards. This information helps 
understand your customers and define strategy.

REPUTATION MARKETING
BirdEye is the #1 platform to improve your business reputation with online reviews.

Online Directories
Keeps your company listings consistent 
across over 50 directories, including Google, 
Bing, Facebook and Yahoo, so youʼre easily 
found and ranked by Google.

Review Generation
Automatic review collection process follows up 
with your customers to grow the number of 
4- and 5-star reviews.

Filtering
4- and 5-star reviews are posted on the service of your choice. 3 or fewer star reviews 
are sent to you so you're aware.

Reporting
Receive reports with your reviews and ratings.

®

Post Creation and Scheduling
Engaging posts are developed especially for your market. We ensure followers are 
reminded of your business and why it's special. 

Reporting
Receive reports showing monthly account activity and results. 

You want increased and sustained business from customers new and old. 
You don't have the time, skills, or desire to do the marketing.
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